
Mobile Users are not Static Users on the Move

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a measurement study of file system us-
age for a group of users of mobile devices across different
locations. The goal of this study is to guide the design and
evaluation of mobile computing systems, particularly those
that try to predict future file system accesses based on the re-
cent access patterns in order to make decisions about which
data to replicate on certain devices.

The study shows that all volunteers access statistically
significantly different sets of data as they move across loca-
tions. These results question the traditional way of evalu-
ating mobile computing systems, which typically model the
behavior of a user in different locations as being similar to
her behavior in a single location for a longer period.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—complexity mea-
sures, performance measures

Keywords
Mobile user behavior, metrics, hoarding, field study, file sys-
tem monitor, network monitor

1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in mobile computer technology in the last decades

have led to a situation where is common for users to own
several devices they use to work in distinct locations. For
instance, users frequently work on a desktop at the office,
on a laptop at home or at a meeting location abroad, on a
PDA in a public transport, etc.

In order to work on different devices and at different lo-
cations, the user usually has to explicitly transfer files be-
tween devices, an operation that can become very complex
and cumbersome due to the huge amount and size of files
that might be required to perform each task. Furthermore
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mistakes in selecting the data to transfer may lead to un-
necessary storage and communication costs, or to situations
where she cannot perform her work when relevant files are
not selected. One could imagine that a simple solution such
as replicating completely the file system could address this
challenge, however such solution is not feasible as the stor-
age capacity available varies with the type of device, and
also because the growth in the average file size might make
such approach extremely inefficient from the communication
and energetic points of view.

In such a context, it is important to understand how peo-
ple work, in order to be able to develop adequate solutions
to this problem. In particular, there have been a series of
proposals for automatic file hoarding between devices [2, 3,
4, 1], which try to automate file transfer among devices,
and the user only has to notify the hoarding system when
she intends to stop using and disconnect in one device, be-
ginning the file selection and transfer to the mobile device.
The evaluation of such systems has addressed the behavior
of users by extracting traces from the operations performed
by a user from a single machine. Specifically, these sys-
tems are designed and evaluated by following one of the two
following behavior models: i) uniformly distributed data ac-
cesses during a session,e.g. [5]; or ii) generation of multiple
sessions by partitioning a trace from a static location and
replaying it as several widespread sessions, e.g. [2]. In the
first case, user behavior on multiple devices is modeled by
doing multiple read and/or write accesses on a sequence of
data elements where each element is randomly selected from
the whole global dataset. In the second case, researchers use
traces of previous work on a single location, slice them into
multiple consecutive periods and assume these can be used
to represent a sequence of work sessions in different locations
and/or devices.

This paper presents a measurement study of file system
usage for a group of users of mobile devices across different
locations. In particular, we are mostly concerned with un-
derstanding how different are the sets of files that users ac-
cess on different locations. The conclusions extracted from
this study can guide the design and evaluation of mobile
computing systems, particularly those that try to predict fu-
ture file system accesses based on the recent access patterns
in order to make decisions about which data to replicate on
certain devices.

To this end we have developed a file access monitor soft-
ware, which monitors the files accessed by a laptop user in
his work sessions. We present preliminary results of a study
we performed with a set of laptop users in order better un-



derstanding how people work in different locations. Namely,
we analyzed how variable the accessed file sets are. To the
best of our knowledge no other work has studied or charac-
terized this aspect of mobile device users.

Our results validate our expectations that users perform
different tasks in different locations. In particular, the set of
files that a user accesses at a given location are highly dif-
ferent from the set of files she accesses in another moment,
which reflects the fact that different tasks require access to
different information and resources, and consequently, to dif-
ferent files.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2
we describe the software we developed to perform the study,
and provide a complete description on the conditions in
which it was conducted. section 3 characterizes the sub-
jects that were involved in our study, presents the results we
have obtained, and a discussion on their relevance. Finally,
section 4 concludes the paper proposing some directions for
future work.

2. TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY
In this section we describe the motivation of our study

on the behavior of mobile device users. Furthermore, we
overview the architecture and operation of the software used
to perform the study. Finally we describe the environment
and conditions in which the study was performed and give
some intuition on the data preprocessing.

2.1 File Access Monitor
The software we developed aims at creating a log contain-

ing user-initiated file system accesses with information on
the corresponding location and used application. Further-
more, we group file accesses in sessions. We consider that
a session is a set of accesses to the file system performed in
a single location from the moment the computing device is
turned on until it is disconnected.

We decided to perform the study using laptop users. Al-
though it could be interesting to study the behavior of users
in additional devices which are easier to use on the move,
such as a PDA, the large amount of information that we re-
quire to store could make such a study impractical on many
smaller devices. Moreover, we also aimed at minimizing the
impact of the monitoring software to the behavior of the
user. Deploying our file access monitor software over devices
with less processing power could change the usability of the
device and consequently affect the results we obtained.

The software was developed for the Windows XP and
Windows Vista operating systems as a user service.We chose
these operating systems because they are the most used
therefore enlarging the population from which we could gather
volunteers.

As depicted in Figure 2.1, our software has three main
components namely: i) a File System Monitor, that detects
all accesses to the file system; ii) a Network Monitor, that
infers changes to location by detecting connectivity changes
; and finally, iii) a Log Manager, that integrates and records
all tracked activity. These components are described in some
detail in the following paragraphs.

2.1.1 File System Monitor
This component is responsible for monitoring file system

accesses and it is composed itself by a user-level component
called the observer and a specially designed filter deployed in

Figure 1: Overview of the File Access Monitor.

the Installable File System of NTFS. The observer starts by
reading a configuration file and initializing the filter in order
to limit the information it extracts to a set of directories
provided by the user, which contain their personal files and
configurations.

Whenever a file is accessed the filter verifies if it belongs
to one of the previously selected directories. In that case
it reports the access to the observer which forwards the ac-
cess record to the Log Manager to be further processed and
stored in a permanent log.

2.1.2 Network Monitor
This component is responsible for extracting information

regarding the user’s current location. Ideally one would rely
on an external source for providing the location of the user,
such as a GPS device. Unfortunately, most laptops nowa-
days are not equipped with such devices making such ap-
proach unfeasible. To extract runtime information about
the location of the user without being excessively intrusive,
we rely on the current default gateway as an indicator of
the current location. This is a reasonable solution as most
users currently work within the access of a network, which
includes a default gateway (and its IP address), enabling us
to distinguish between different locations.

Our software associates a location to each gateway’s IP
address. Whenever the user connects to a gateway, if no
association is known the user is inquired about its current
location. The user has then the opportunity to either choose
a previously defined location name or to provide the system
with a new location name. This association is registered into
a specific log through the Log Manager component. Because
the user may work offline sometimes, whenever the network
monitor detects that no gateway is defined it asks the user
to provide its current location. This enables us to further
improve the accuracy of the results extracted during the test
phase. Whenever a change occurs to the current gateway,
that event is registered through the log manager component.

Notice that this mechanism can still provide false infor-
mation, as more than a location could use the same gateway,
for instance, it is common for private network gateways to
have an IP address in the 192.168.1.0/194 range. We be-



lieve that the impact of this to our study is still minimal,
as the consequence of such wrong assignment is to merge
the records of more than one location. Provided that other
locations are registered, differences between the set of files
accessed will still be found.

2.1.3 Log Manager
The Log Manager is the core of our file access monitor

software and is responsible for the management of the per-
manent record storage. These records are divided in four
categories: Known Locations, Location, Application, and
File Access. Each category relies in a specific file to main-
tain its records.

The known location records maintain the association be-
tween gateway IP addresses and location name. The location
name is a label provided by the user as discussed previously.

The location log records changes in the location of the
user. Entries are added whenever the device is switched on
or off, and when the network monitor detects a change in
the gateway. The log keeps information concerning the time
in which the event occurred and information that identifies
the current location identified according to information in
the known location log.

The log manager also tracks the applications used by the
user at each moment. To this end, the log manager peri-
odically polls the foreground application and adds an entry
whenever the application that owns the focus changes. The
log manager registers an entry in a specific log indicating the
time and the process name and id of the current foreground
application. We employed a small period for this task of
500 ms. This allows us to further eliminate records of file
accesses performed by background applications that are not
related with the behavior of the user. We provide further
detail on this further ahead in this section.

Finally, the log manager has to maintain information about
the user-initiated file accesses. This information is provided
by the file system monitor component, and contains the in-
formation present in the I/O Request Packet (IRP) that re-
sults from the requests used by applications to the operating
system kernel. Each entry contains several fields describing
the type of record, the time of the access, process identifier
of the application that generated the IRP, the type of the
operation, and the full name of the accessed file.

Exceptions.
Preliminary tests to our software showed an abnormal

high number of file accesses that did not correspond to the
behavior of the user. This was mostly due to the opera-
tion of background applications that scan files in the hard
disk. This is the case of applications that inspect or in-
dex files content (e.g. Google Desktop) or anti-virus ap-
plications (e.g. Norton anti-virus, BitDefender, etc), and
also due to directories content scan performed by Windows
Explorer File Manager when a user browses its directories.
Such applications could provide incorrect results as file ac-
cesses would not be dependent on user activity. To overcome
this, we added an additional filtering mechanism to the log
manager component. Upon startup, our monitor reads from
a configuration file a set of names of excluded executables.
Whenever a file access event is processed by the log manager
it simply discards accesses generated by these applications.
Furthermore, we compiled an extensive list of software that
scans the hard disk and included them as exceptions in the

configuration file that was distributed to the volunteers that
participated in our study.

We also noticed that the file access log contained several
sequential entries for each file registered. This phenomena
happens due to sequential IRP requests to read a whole file.
Although this additional entries did not compromise the ac-
curacy of our results, they resulted in additional consump-
tion of hard disk space by log files, which could be cumber-
some to the user. To overcome this, we added a filtering rule
to the log manager to avoid sequential entries for a single
file.

Finally, files that were accessed by our monitoring appli-
cation were also not registered in the logs. This was achieved
by registering our application as an exception in the config-
uration file distributed to the users.

2.2 Test Conditions
Using the software described above, we performed a test,

by asking to a set of test subjects to run our monitor in their
laptops. In this section we describe the test subjects, and
provide further details on how the test was conducted.

2.2.1 Test Subjects
As test subjects we tried to find people that used a sin-

gle laptop as main work tool and that regularly moved be-
tween more than one location, to perform work there. We
contacted several people by using mailing lists among, com-
puter science students, information technology professionals,
researcher and professors, and post-graduate students.

In more detail, we issued a request for volunteers for a
study on how people user their laptops, that used a single
laptop installed with either Windows XP or Vista operating
systems, and that worked in several locations (at least 2 or 3
different locations in a single week). We did not provide any
further information on the goals of the test to avoid inducing
volunteers to adapt or change their behavior.

2.2.2 Test Duration
The study was executed for a period of 10 days. During

these 10 days the test subjects had our software installed
in their laptops and used them in regular conditions. Our
goal here was not to subject users to a long test period, and
at the same time capture enough information concerning
several locations where the user worked to have significant
data. We also wanted to ensure that the test period would
include a weekend, as this is a typical week period when
users perform their work in different locations (for instance,
at home).

None of our volunteers gave any indication that the test
period was extensively long, nor that it would not be enough
to capture information in the several places where each one
of them worked.

2.2.3 Test Setup and Data Retrieval
We provided an installer for our monitoring application

to all users. Furthermore, we helped most of users to ade-
quately adapt the basic configuration file provided with the
software.

After the conclusion of the test period, the users were
given indications to send the log files to us, to uninstall the
software and furthermore were given some details on the
goal of the study. All users agreed with the use of their data
after an anonymization process.



2.3 Processing Results
The first operation we performed upon the reception of

the files by the users was to anonymize their data. To this
end we used a Java application that replaced all filenames
with a number code in all logs. Furthermore, we aggregated
all accesses performed to a single file in a session to a single
record, to simplify the data analysis. Moreover, as several
volunteers used wireless networks, which connectivity was
not constant, we also aggregated sessions in the same loca-
tion that were separated by a small session where no gateway
was detected (for this we considered a disconnection period
below 5 minutes).

Because some users executed the test for more than 10
days, we decided to truncate all logs so that all contain in-
formation regarding exactly 10 days. Finally, we combined
the information from the distinct log files to generate a table
for each user, that stated the number of accesses to each file
(observed for that user) in each of the observed locations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we characterize the volunteers that par-

ticipated in the study, present several descriptive statistics
of the results, and provide a brief statistical analysis. We
conclude this section with a discussion on the accuracy and
significance of the results.

3.1 Characterizing the Test Subjects
Initially, 17 volunteers answered our request. From these,

4 reported issues with the software deployment, namely prob-
lems related with the startup or shutdown of their laptops
and incompatibilities with their network infrastructure, typ-
ically due to the use of virtual private networks. We also lost
contact with 2 of the initial volunteers, that we assumed had
quit the experience. Finally, the results reported by 2 vol-
unteers only contained empty logs, that we believe were due
to interference of third party software with our file access
monitor.

Therefore, we successfully gathered results from 9 volun-
teers. 4 of these were computer science professionals (2 aca-
demic researchers and 2 consultants), and 5 students (4 un-
dergraduate students from computer science and 1 master
student from another scientific area).

3.2 Overall Statistics

Table 1: Number of accessed files per user.

Table 1 summarizes the number of accessed files during
the test period. The average of files accessed in a period of
10 days is surprisingly high: 3566 distinct files, which indi-
cates an average of 357 distinct files each day. Furthermore,
additional observations have shown that in each session a
user accesses, on average, 342 distinct files.

We believe that such high numbers are mostly due to
frequent access to internet sites, which contain images and
other multimedia content. These results may be related with
the target devices used in this study: laptops. In future work

we would like to extend the study to other mobile devices
and compare the amount of files accessed by users, which
could provide additional relevant insights for the develop-
ment of mobile computing applications and protocols.

Table 2: Number of distinct locations per user.

Concerning the number of different locations captured in
our study, the number is typically low (as depicted in Fig-
ure 2). In fact, most users use only two distinct locations:
their home and their work place. Note that in these re-
sults we have opted to ignore locations to which the users
did not attribute a label, as these were probably locations
were the users used their laptop very briefly (for instance
to check their email). Once again, these results can be en-
twined with the nature and use of laptops. Smaller devices
such as cellphones and PDAs would probably be used in ad-
ditional locations. However, that use could not be related
with work, being therefore a poor target for instance, to the
use of hoarding mechanisms.

Table 3: Percentage of files accessed at a single lo-
cation.

The most relevant result of our study concerns with the
high percentage of files that are only accessed at a single
location. In fact, this result is a strong evidence that the
behavior of people varies with their location. On average,
the percentage of files which is accessed by a user at a single
location is 69, 51%. From this we can conclude that it is
very hard to predict the behavior (and the files that will be
accessed) by a user in a given location, based on information
retrieved in another location. In summary, the files that are
accessed in a given location are not representative of the files
that will be accessed in another location.

Table 4: Percentage of file accesses that could not
be associated with a location.

Notice that some of the data we retrieved from our test
subjects was not labeled with a location. This happened
mostly because users did not provide a label to an offline
location (e.g. a location where no gateway was present).
However, the percentage of accessed files that could not be
associated with a location is, in average very low. In Figure 4



we present the percentage of files in this condition for each
user. With the exception of user number 1 the percentage
of accesses to files to which no location could be attributed
is below 13.6%.

3.3 Statistical Analysis
One could argue that the results presented above concern-

ing files that are uniquely accessed in a single location are
only a result of sampling bias. The rational for this is that
the sample of files accessed by each user at a given location
is random in nature, and that further observations of that
user at that location could provide other samples in which
the set of files accessed between each location would be much
more similar.

To address such question, we performed an additional sta-
tistical analysis to compare the samples (files accessed at
each one of a user’s locations)1. To this end, we applied
the Wilcoxon test to compare pairs of data samples. The
null hypothesis of this test is that both samples are similar
enough to be considered as coming from the same popula-
tion (e.g. all files in the laptop hard disk). Therefore, the
test’s resulting p−value is the probability that both samples
come from the same population.

In our case, the population are the files a user accesses
at a location and the samples are the observations we per-
formed. If the test succeeds (resulting in a high p− value),
this would mean that the population of files users access at
different locations are the same, validating the null hypoth-
esis. Our samples are represented as vectors, one for each
one of a user’s locations, where each entry represents a file
and the value associated with that entry is the number of
sessions in which that file was accessed at that location. To
compensate for the distinct number of sessions per location,
we normalized the data by dividing the number of accesses
to each file for a given location by the total number of ses-
sions captured at that same location.

Table 5: Wilcoxon test results.

Figure 5 summarizes the results of this test. As one can
see, the resulting p−values are all below 0.001. Considering
the typical significance levels of 0.05 and 0.01 the Wilcoxon
test fails and therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected, mean-
ing that the samples extracted in different locations are in-
deed extracted from different populations, i.e. the set of files
the user accesses in each location is significantly different.

Finally, because the results extracted for both user 4 and
5 were not adequate to apply the Wilcoxon test, as they
used more than 2 locations also having additional samples,
we applied the Friedman test for k-variables combination,
resulting in the following results:

• User 4 - Test with 3 degrees of freedom
test statistics= 5024, 238, p− value < 0, 001

• User 5 - Test with 3 degrees of freedom
test statistics= 42031, 021, p− value < 0, 001

1These results were calculated using the SPSS application.

In both cases the test rejects the null hypothesis for typical
significance levels of 0.05 and 0.01. Again, this means that
the probability that the groups of files these users access at
different locations is the same is below 0.1%.

This has significant implications for the evaluation of dis-
tributed systems namely for mobile computing environments,
and in particular for replication and caching mechanisms,
such as file hoarding. If user behavior varies significantly
between location, it is important to gather traces from mul-
tiple sessions in multiple locations in order to have a realistic
evaluation basis. For example, taking our result of the aver-
age number of unique files (files accessed at a single location)
being around 65%, is a clear indicator that file traces from
one location are a bad predictor of behavior in future loca-
tions.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented preliminary results on

a study on the behavior of mobile device users specifically,
concerning the set of files users access in different locations.
This was demonstrated both by descriptive statistics, the
percentage of files that are unique to a location and by the
tests comparing the traces on different locations. Results
support our initial intuition that files accessed by a mobile
device user in distinct scenarios are not co-related. This
result is very significant, as it goes against the typical models
used to design and evaluate mobile computing solutions, in
particular hoarding solutions.

Notice that our study was not performed in perfect con-
ditions. The main points against these results are the small
number of test subjects that have participated in the study,
and the use of the network gateway as an indicator for the
location of the user. However, the study was conducted by
taking special care not to bias its final result in the direction
of our original hypothesis. As future work we would like to
extend this study to more users and other mobile devices.
We also hope to be able to produce a file access model that
could benefit the scientific community by providing an ade-
quate test bed for hoarding solutions. Moreover, we plan to
evaluate several existing hoarding solutions using the traces
extracted in this study, which we hope will provide addi-
tional insight on the accuracy of these solutions.
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